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Preface 
 

First off, everyone at Invasive Solutions would like to thank the Foundation and everyone involved with 

the aquatic invasive species management efforts for their time, energy, and contributions for the 2018 

season.  We understood that this year was a new and trying year, but once the season got under way it 

went off without a hitch.  Overall, we consider this year to be a resounding success in the continued effort 

in the fight against aquatic invasive species.  Looking forward, we are excited to continue with the 

management efforts and success on Upper Saranac Lake for years to come. 

 

Introduction 
 

The harvest season for this year consisted of 15 weeks, beginning the week of June 11th and ending in the 

week of September 24th.  This year’s start date was pushed back one week, from the original start date of 

June 4th, due to late ice out which caused a delay in the rise of water temperature and plant growth.  For 

the last week of work, in coordination with the Lake Manager, we split the week into two half weeks, 

allowing us to maximize the final diver hours on hand harvesting with the use of surface observation and 

the placement of buoys by the Lake Manager before the Crew’s scheduled work day.  Overall, this year 

was a success with great reduction in the Eurasian Watermilfoil plant count, and though we saw a rise in 

the Variable-leaf Milfoil plant count, much of the rise was in one location with the rest of the plants 

following a predictable pattern of growth. 

 

Methodology 
 

The successful harvesting of aquatic invasive species is an ever-evolving world which requires knowledge 

in many areas to include the bodies of water and their specific tendencies, especially in relation to their 

natural flow, seasonal changes, historical aquatic invasive species (AIS) data and patterns, and knowledge 

of AIS and their life cycles.  Considering the many variables, we develop a foundation for a management 

plan to lay the groundwork for the harvest season, while still allowing for minor changes in harvesting 

methods to ensure the best harvesting practices are always being employed.   

For the management of Upper Saranac Lake, we began planning by using historical harvest data to 

prioritize site management based upon factors like historical plant densities, the location of AIS sites, AIS 

type and trend data.  Throughout the season, our Crew collects data, to include plant locations via GPS 

waypoints, plant size and life cycle, plant count, and general data specific to the plant location, all of which 

can be used throughout the year and successive years. 

Once the season begins, we start harvesting according to our site prioritization and current findings.  As 

the season progresses, we begin to use surface observation techniques to help identify AIS locations and 

densities to continue with the prioritization of the harvest sites.  While harvesting, our Crew continuously 

monitors the growth cycle of the AIS to ensure we are using the most effective harvesting technique for 
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the most thorough removal of all plant matter.  Finally, each week we produce a report to reflect our 

findings, which not only keeps the Foundation, lake goers, and Lake Manager informed, but allows for a 

more responsive management approach and relationship with the Lake Manager and our Company.        
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The Numbers 
 

Below you will find a series of graphs to represent the data collected and plants removed throughout the 

season.  In summary, we saw a dramatic decrease of the Eurasian Watermilfoil (EWM) plant count 

throughout the lake with a decrease in all but seven sites (sites 13, 14, 17, 18, 26, 32, 34).  With Variable-

leaf Milfoil (VLM) we saw a dramatic increase in the plant count with the largest increases in sites 17 and 

18, which are connected to one another and the Fish Creek Ponds.  Many of the plants located 

(prominently site 18), which were identified by our Crew as VLM were mere inches, and when examined 

by third party professionals, they indicated that due to their very small size, without genetic testing it was 

near impossible to verify with 100% certainty they were VLM.  Although these numbers seem alarming, 

the VLM plant locations were in what we would generally consider a predictable pattern, considering 

prevailing winds and direction of water flow, and with continued diligence we are confident we will see 

these numbers decrease. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Site # Site Name Site # Site Name

1 Back Bay 21 Narrows East

2 Saranac Inn point- Marlboro club 22 Birch Point- Gull Point

3  college row 23 Gilpin Bay

4 Tommys rock & dry island 24 Eagle Island-Rockpile

5 N. Basin -N. Markham point 25 North Gull Bay

6 Goose Island-Rock pile 26 Pelky Bay

7 Green Island-Rock pile 27 Gull Bay Connector

8 Green Bay- Moss Point Rock 28 Bungalow Bay

9 South  Markham Point- Square Bay 29 South Gull Bay

10 Square Bay Divot-  point north, Buck Island 30 Deer Island

11 Little Square Bay 31 Doctors Island, area

12 Buck Island 32 Birch Island, area

13 Buck Island  Bay 33 Bull point- Sekon point

14 Whitney Point-Bottleneck Bay-Butternut Point 34 Bartlett Carry bay

15 Saganaw Bay 35 Sekon Point- South of Wenona

16 Fish Creek Bay 36 Chapel Island

17 Fish Creek Channel 37 East South Basin- Bartlett Carry Bay, entrance

18 Fish Creek Pond-spider creek 38 Corey's Island

19 Pork Bay 39 South Basin

20 Narrows West
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Overall Plant Totals: 2011 to Present 
 

 

Note: 2011 was the first full one-crew season; no VLM data recorded prior to 2014 
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Note: 2015 was the introduction of the current site-specific plant tally method 

Decrease No Change Increase

Site Name # 2015 2016 2017 2018

Back Bay 1 0 0 0 0
Saranac Inn point- Marlboro club 2 0 4 0 0

 college row 3 0 15 0 0
Tommys rock & dry island 4 0 0 0 0

N. Basin -N. Markham point 5 44 305 1009 341
Goose Island-Rock pile 6 30 57 20 15
Green Island-Rock pile 7 1 14 9 1

Green Bay- Moss Point Rock 8 0 9 5 0
South  Markham Point- Square Bay 9 31 212 422 92

Square Bay Divot-  point north, Buck Island 10 78 82 91 80
Little Square Bay 11 1327 1427 1690 910

Buck Island 12 478 442 913 287
Buck Island  Bay 13 25 252 167 271

Whitney Point-Bottleneck Bay-Butternut Point 14 21 175 266 269
Saganaw Bay 15 104 617 504 146

Fish Creek Bay 16 72 176 35 34
Fish Creek Channel 17 34 2 0 4

Fish Creek Pond-spider creek 18 291 152 122 260
Pork Bay 19 437 172 162 56

Narrows West 20 2 31 14 0
Narrows East 21 0 30 11 0

Birch Point- Gull Point 22 4 25 117 0
Gilpin Bay 23 253 160 146 30

Eagle Island-Rockpile 24 88 74 39 15
North Gull Bay 25 40 27 68 60

Pelky Bay 26 88 26 6 77
Gull Bay Connector 27 8 0 0 0

Bungalow Bay 28 59 17 40 40
South Gull Bay 29 256 406 116 59

Deer Island 30 123 107 72 10
Doctors Island, area 31 132 74 130 11

Birch Island, area 32 57 27 4 20
Bull point- Sekon point 33 1 0 0 0

Bartlett Carry bay 34 23 13 41 50
Sekon Point- South of Wenona 35 388 276 179 55

Chapel Island 36 0 94 3 0
East South Basin- Bartlett Carry Bay, entrance 37 130 82 58 21

Corey's Island 38 28 29 3 1
South Basin 39 421 559 314 80

5074 6170 6776 3295Total Number of Plants 

Eurasian Watermilfoil

Harvest Year

 Plant Count by Site: 2015-2018
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Note: 2015 was the introduction of the current site-specific plant tally method 

Decrease No Change Increase

Site Name # 2015 2016 2017 2018

Back Bay 1 0 0 0 0
Saranac Inn point- Marlboro club 2 0 0 0 0

 college row 3 0 0 0 0
Tommys rock & dry island 4 0 0 0 0

N. Basin -N. Markham point 5 0 0 0 0
Goose Island-Rock pile 6 0 0 0 0
Green Island-Rock pile 7 0 0 0 0

Green Bay- Moss Point Rock 8 0 0 0 0
South  Markham Point- Square Bay 9 0 0 0 1

Square Bay Divot-  point north, Buck Island 10 0 1 0 0
Little Square Bay 11 0 0 0 0

Buck Island 12 0 9 1 5
Buck Island  Bay 13 0 0 2 34

Whitney Point-Bottleneck Bay-Butternut Point 14 0 0 7 2
Saganaw Bay 15 0 0 0 0

Fish Creek Bay 16 63 19 36 41
Fish Creek Channel 17 553 112 163 284

Fish Creek Pond-spider creek 18 1861 523 217 1372
Pork Bay 19 0 0 0 0

Narrows West 20 0 0 0 0
Narrows East 21 0 0 0 0

Birch Point- Gull Point 22 0 0 0 0
Gilpin Bay 23 0 0 0 0

Eagle Island-Rockpile 24 0 0 0 0
North Gull Bay 25 0 0 0 0

Pelky Bay 26 0 0 0 0
Gull Bay Connector 27 0 0 0 0

Bungalow Bay 28 0 0 0 0
South Gull Bay 29 0 0 0 0

Deer Island 30 0 0 0 0
Doctors Island, area 31 0 0 0 0

Birch Island, area 32 0 0 0 0
Bull point- Sekon point 33 0 0 0 0

Bartlett Carry bay 34 0 0 0 0
Sekon Point- South of Wenona 35 0 0 0 0

Chapel Island 36 0 0 0 0
East South Basin- Bartlett Carry Bay, entrance 37 0 0 0 0

Corey's Island 38 0 0 0 0
South Basin 39 0 0 0 0

2477 664 426 1739Total Number of Plants 

Harvest Year

Variable-leaf Milfoil

 Plant Count by Site: 2015-2018
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Current Three-Year Plant Trends 
 

 
Percent Change  

16-'17 17-'18 

Eurasian 9.8% -51.4% 

Variable -35.8% 308.2% 

 

 
Percent Change  

16-'17 17-'18 

Eurasian  3.8% -41.4% 

Variable -39.3% 255.9% 
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Eurasian Watermilfoil Site Specific Plant Tally 
 

 

Note: The only sites to see an increase of EWM were sites 13, 14, 17, 18, 26, 32, and 34. 

 

 

Note:  Site 000 represents the remaining 33 sites (85% of sites) and their total combined plant count.   
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Variable-leaf Milfoil Site Specific Plant Tally 
 

 

Note: 80% of the total VLM harvested was from Site 18 (Fish Creek Pond/ Spider Creek) 
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Site Maps and Summary 
 

 

 

Site # Site Name Site # Site Name

1 Back Bay 21 Narrows East

2 Saranac Inn point- Marlboro club 22 Birch Point- Gull Point

3  college row 23 Gilpin Bay

4 Tommys rock & dry island 24 Eagle Island-Rockpile

5 N. Basin -N. Markham point 25 North Gull Bay

6 Goose Island-Rock pile 26 Pelky Bay

7 Green Island-Rock pile 27 Gull Bay Connector

8 Green Bay- Moss Point Rock 28 Bungalow Bay

9 South  Markham Point- Square Bay 29 South Gull Bay

10 Square Bay Divot-  point north, Buck Island 30 Deer Island

11 Little Square Bay 31 Doctors Island, area

12 Buck Island 32 Birch Island, area

13 Buck Island  Bay 33 Bull point- Sekon point

14 Whitney Point-Bottleneck Bay-Butternut Point 34 Bartlett Carry bay

15 Saganaw Bay 35 Sekon Point- South of Wenona

16 Fish Creek Bay 36 Chapel Island

17 Fish Creek Channel 37 East South Basin- Bartlett Carry Bay, entrance

18 Fish Creek Pond-spider creek 38 Corey's Island

19 Pork Bay 39 South Basin

20 Narrows West
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Site 1- Back Bay 

• No AIS found (EWM last found in 2016) 

Site 2- Saranac Inn Point- Marlboro Club 

• No AIS found (EWM last found in 2016) 

Site 3- College Row 

• No AIS found (EWM last found in 2013) 

Site 4- Tommy’s Rock- Dry Island 

• No AIS found (EWM last found in 2011) 

Site 5- North Basin- North Markham Point 

• Overall, we saw a 66% reduction in EWM harvested compared to 2017, which puts these numbers on 

par with 2016.  The EWM located has stayed constant in the eastern section of the site, with no EWM 

found along the southern shore, which is consistent with the plant reduction trend of that shoreline.  
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This site is very large, which leads to fluctuations in plant count trends and requires consistent 

monitoring.   

Site 6- Goose Island- rockpile 

• This site continues to trend downward in plant count totals but remains consistent with harboring 

EWM.   

Site 7- Green Island- rockpile 

• Only one EWM plant found this year, on the west shore, which is an area that consistently harbors 

EWM.  This site sees fluctuations in plant count (2015- 1, 2016- 14, 2017- 9), but overall the trend is 

consistent with decreasing EWM in the general area. 

Site 8- Green Bay- Moss Rock Point 

• No AIS found.  This site has seen fluctuations in plant totals (2015- 0, 2016- 9, 2017- 5) and needs 

continued monitoring to keep EWM counts down. 
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Site 9- South Markham Point- Square Bay 

• There was a 78% reduction in EWM harvested in comparison to 2017, however the plant count has 

seen large fluctuations in the past four years (2015- 31, 2016- 212, 2017- 422, 2018- 92).  The areas 

where the EWM was located continues to be consistent with past trends, primarily focused in three 

areas within the bay; the southwest entrance/ point, along the eastern shoreline, and the divot on 

the north shore east of the sandbar.  We are trending in the correct direction and with continued 

monitoring and harvesting we should see the numbers stay down, but with the large size of the bay, 

consistency is key.  

• We saw the introduction of VLM to the bay this year, finding four suspected plants, though only one 

plant was confirmed to be VLM by the Adirondack Watershed Institute.  The green dot in the north 

section of the bay shows the area where we had the confirmed VLM, while the area in the south shows 

where the suspected VLM was found.  

Site 10- Square Bay Divot- Point north of Buck Island 

• EWM plant count has remained consistent in this area for years and requires consistent close 

monitoring.  This site likely acts as a catch for AIS fragmentation not only coming from the adjacent 

site 11, but also sites from its south (sites 12, 13, 14, 16).   

• There was no VLM located on site this year, but in 2016 there was one plant found therefore requiring 

continued monitoring of the site.   
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Site 11- Little Square Bay 

• There was a total of 910 EWM plants harvested which is a 46% reduction in EWM plants compared to 

2017, and overall this site accounts for almost 28% of the total EWM harvested throughout the entire 

lake.  This is a large and fertile site with heavy native plant growth which makes finding and harvesting 

EWM more challenging than many other sites.  

 

 

Site 12- Buck Island 

• There was almost a 69% reduction in EWM harvested as compared to 2017, however 2017 saw an 

abnormally high EWM count (2015- 478, 2016- 442, 2017- 913, 2018- 287).   

• VLM has been harvested on site 12 each of the last three years, with an increase to five total plants 

this year (2016- 9, 2017- 1).  The previous two years VLM was harvested on the northwest shore of 

Buck Island, near the buoyed area, whereas this year it was harvested in two different areas, an area 

on the southwest shore of Buck Island and the shoreline to the east of Buck Island Channel, south of 

site 13.    

Site 13- Buck Island Bay 

• There was a 62% increase of the EWM harvested compared to 2017 with 271 plants, although that is 

more on par with 2016 (252 EWM) and up drastically from 2015 (25 EWM).  The locations of plant 

growth stayed consistent with the historical growth patterns of the site.  
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• VLM growth in this site saw a dramatic increase from two plants in 2017 (first year found here) to 34 

plants this year.  The plants located were all in the general area of the plant discovered the year prior, 

in the east to southeast section of the bay.  Of the 34 plants harvested, six were large bushy plants 

determined to be well established mature plants, while the rest were small young plants or rooting 

fragments.  It is most likely the six well established plants had been missed in the years prior which 

propagated the population that was harvested this year.   

Site 14- Whitney Point- Bottleneck Bay- Butternut Point 

• EWM plant count was near identical to 2017 which has trended upwards since 2016.  Plants harvested 

were from locations consistent with the historical trends of this site, with the bulk of plants being 

harvested from the northern divot of the bay which has a larger littoral zone with dense native plant 

growth.  

 

 

Site 18- Fish Creek Pond- Spider Creek 

• EWM plant count increased 113 percent from 2017 but only saw and average increase of 26% since 

2015.  The plant growth followed historical trends and was located sporadically throughout most of 

the pond with the bulk being in the northern most section by the mouth of Spider Creek and the 

northern most portion of the creek itself.   
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• VLM plant count saw a dramatic increase in this site, up 532% from 2017, or 162% from 2016.  Most 

of the VLM located was new growth plants less than one foot, found consistently throughout the 

littoral zone of the pond.   

 

 

Site 17- Fish Creek Channel   

• EWM remained scarce throughout this site locating only four plants.  

• VLM plant count continues to trend upwards in this site with a 74% increase from 2017.  The location 

of these plants is typically on the outskirts of the main channel, where you find shallower water with 

fertile substrate, and where currents tend to push fragmentation. 

Site 16- Fish Creek Bay 

• EWM count remained low throughout the site, harvesting mostly young EWM plants in areas 

consistent with historical trends.  

• VLM plant count increased to 41 compared to 2017’s 36 plants.  The bulk of the VLM harvested was 

from the mouth of the creek, while the rest was harvested from areas which are known to harbor 

VLM. 
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Site 15- Saginaw Bay 

• EWM plant count decreased by 71% from 2017 bringing the numbers back near the 2015 count, after 

which the site saw a drastic increase of plants in 2016.   The plants continued to follow historical 

trends and were located in most known sites throughout the bay, with the greatest reduction in 

numbers in the southwest entrance area as well as no plants located in “Barge Bay.”  Given the vast 

size of the bay and littoral zone, this site will continue to require close monitoring to keep the numbers 

trending in the correct direction.   
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Site 19- Pork Bay 

• EWM numbers have been steadily decreasing since 2015 with a 65% reduction in plant count from 

2017.  This site has a large littoral zone and has been known to be a moderate to heavy EWM producer 

in the past, which will require a continued increased effort in the bay to keep numbers trending in the 

correct direction.   

Site 20- Narrows West 

• No AIS found.  Historically when this site produces plants they are found towards the northwest 

entrance of the narrows.   

Site 21- Narrows East 

• No AIS found.  Historically when this site produces plants they are found towards the northeast and 

southeast entrance of the narrows. 
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Site 23- Gilpin Bay 

• EWM numbers have been decreasing since 2015 with a 79% reduction in plant count from 2017.  The 

majority of plants harvested continue to be in the west part of the bay, which is a fertile and shallow 

area of the bay.  Another consistent area of harvest is the area located near the gas docks for the 

Young Life Camp. 

Site 24- Eagle Island- rockpile 

• EWM numbers have been decreasing since 2015 with a 62% reduction in plant count from 2017.  The 

majority of plants continued to be found at the two major hot spots within the historical zone, one at 

the northern tip and one at the southwestern tip of the island.  Additionally, there is a point due south 

of the island where plants were harvested, which harbors plants inconsistently year to year.  The areas 

of harvest are likely locations for prevailing winds to deposit fragmentation coming from the sites to 

the west. 

Site 26- Pelky Bay 

• There was a large increase of EWM as compared to 2017, with the plant count at 77 from 6.  This site 

sees high traffic from the Word of Life camp which increases the chance of fragmentation, either being 

transported there or created from an existing plant being disturbed through the lake activities.  Given 
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the long littoral zone this area has a lot of ground to cover which increases the difficulty of covering 

the area.  This year the harvesting was focused in three major areas which tends to lead us to believe 

these areas may have overwintered some plants which increased the plant count in its general locality.   

 

 

Site 28- Bungalow Bay 

• The EWM count has stayed generally consistent in this area over the past four years and the plant 

locations have kept in line with historical trends, although year to year the specific locations tend to 

move around.   

Site 30- Deer Island 

• There has been a consistent reduction in EWM numbers over the years with the greatest reduction of 

86% from 2017 to present.  The greatest reduction in plants is along the north shore of the island, 

with current harvesting occurring in just one area to the northeast.  The area which saw the highest 

plant count this year was off the western tip of the island which produces EWM each year. 
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Site 22- Birch Point- Gull Point 

• No AIS found.  This site generally produces sporadic EWM growth throughout its littoral zone and 

continues to need monitoring.  Last year there were 117 EWM plants harvested, which saw a sharp 

rise from 25 in 2016, and 4 in 2015.  One interesting correlation that could be made for this year, is 

there was no EWM found to the north in the Narrows East which is a likely source for EWM throughout 

this site.   

Site 25- North Gull Bay 

• The EWM plant count stayed relatively the same as 2017 with only an eight plant reduction and the 

location of the plants followed historical trends with no anomalies.   
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Site 27- Gull Bay Connector 

• No AIS found (EWM last found in 2015) 

Site 29- South Gull Bay 

• EWM plant count decreased by 49% from 2017 and overall has been decreasing since 2015, apart 

from a jump in plant count in 2016.  This bay has a large, fertile littoral zone which takes repeat 

monitoring and harvesting to keep ahead of the EWM.  Because of its size and fertility, the historical 

growth area is very spread out which leads to sporadic plant growth throughout the entire site.    

Site 31- Doctors Island area 

• EWM plant count decreased by 92% from 2017 which was in a high cycle.  This site historically trends 

up and down each year (2015- 132, 2016- 74, 2017- 130, 2018- 11), which could point to a possible 

increase in plant count next year.  Although this site would not be considered a prolific producer of 

AIS, it is a large site which can harbor AIS in many areas, requiring a lot of time to thoroughly monitor 

and swim the entire site.  It is likely due to the site’s large area, coupled with most of the site being in 

open water, which causes the site to go through it’s up and down cycles. 
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Site 32- Birch Island area 

• EWM count increased 400% from 2017, which seemed to be an anomaly year, but remains lower than 

2015 and 2016 numbers (2015- 57, 2016- 27, 2017- 4, 2018- 20.)  Although this site is not a prolific 

producer of AIS, it tends to support AIS throughout most of the large littoral area to the north side of 

the island, giving a wide historical growth pattern that sees yearly growth move around.   

Site 33- Bull Point to Sekon Point 

• No AIS found (EWM last found in 2015) 

Site 34- Bartlett Carry Bay 

• EWM plant count has been on a slow rise since 2015 though the number of areas harboring the plant 

seems to be decreasing.  Recently, EWM has been harvested in the known locations along the north 

shore in the western half of the site, both of which see local boat traffic because of dock space.  These 

areas need consistent monitoring to reduce the plant totals and the likely fragmentation caused by 

boat traffic.  Additionally, although many of the other historical growth sites have not seen EWM in 

recent years, they required continued monitoring to ensure there is not a resurgence of EWM at any 

of these sites. 
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Site 35- Sekon Point to South of Wenonah 

• EWM plant count saw a 69% reduction from 2017 and has been decreasing steadily since 2015.  

Overall this is a very large site, but the EWM is generally only in the area south of Wenonah.  The area 

south of Wenonah is a fertile area which is host to dense native growth which makes for slower 

harvesting.  This site has a history of being a heavy producer of AIS and requires consistent monitoring 

and harvesting to stay ahead of the AIS.   

Site 36- Chapel Island 

• No AIS found.  This site has a small littoral zone capable of supporting plants which makes for easy 

managing.  Historically, this site is host to maybe a few EWM plants, with an anomaly year in 2016 

with a high plant count (94.)  The plant count found in 2016 shows why this site (or any site) must 

always be monitored regardless of historical plant counts or lack thereof.   

Site 37- East South Basin to Bartlett Carry Bay Entrance 

• EWM plant count decreased 64% from 2017, which stays consistent with the downward trend since 

2015.  This site has a long littoral zone with moderate native plant growth which historically supports 

the heaviest EWM growth in the north and south section of the site, with sporadic growth in between.  

The EWM harvested this year keeps in line with the plant growth being in the north and south of the 

site, but with the absence of EWM in between.  Even with EWM trending down between the north 

and south areas, the entire site must continue to be monitored to find those outliers.   

Site 38- Corey’s Island 

• There was one EWM plant located on the north side of the island, down from three EWM plants 

located on the southwest side of the island in 2017.  These two areas are the historical growth sites 

for this island, and with the site variation between the two years, it highlights the need to continue to 

monitor the entire site for EWM.    

Site 39- South Basin 

• EWM plant count decreased by 75% from 2017.  Typically, the South Basin holds a high number of 

plants (2015- 421, 2016- 559, 2017- 314, 2018- 80) throughout much of its very large littoral zone.  

Historically, there are EWM plants mixed with native plants beginning in the west corner of the bay, 

which follows a thin littoral zone east, which at about ¼ of the way east it expands much further while 

becoming thicker in plant density.  This year we saw unusually low numbers of EWM with the bulk of 

the plants located in the eastern half of the bay.  This site has always required continuous monitoring 

and harvesting in order to cover the whole site and stay ahead of the EWM.  In more recent years, 

since an increase in EWM in 2016, the site has received additional work time to try to reverse the 

upward trend in EWM plant count.  Although plant count is down, because of the site’s size and native 

plant population, hours should not be cut in order to stay ahead of the EWM.  Additionally, even 

though the EWM is trending eastward, the west side must not be overlooked as it will be easy for 

EMW growth, coupled with winds, to begin to repopulate the areas around there and to their east.   
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Analysis 
 

Eurasian Watermilfoil 
 

Overall, we are seeing EWM plant count numbers trending down in most locations throughout the lake, 

with 2018 being an exceptional year in reduction.  However, it is difficult to make conclusions from one 

year to the next as there are many factors which can influence an individual year’s tally.  Generally, we 

believe 2018 was a difficult year for EWM in many of the northern Adirondack lakes we worked as there 

was a common trend of slowed EWM growth this year.  In the site analysis’ above, the percent increase 

or decrease of a site’s numbers were used to paint an overall picture for the current season but should 

not be considered a perfect indicator of the seasons to come.  We must continue to monitor the trends 

over numerous years to get the full picture.   

One conclusion we can make from the data is our current methods of management are proving effective.  

By using trends, historical data, and site knowledge to help prioritize sites and develop a management 

schedule, followed by using various methods to include surface observation and site-specific harvesting 

techniques, we have seen a decrease of EMW in many sites.  Sites which see an increase in numbers will 

be reprioritized to better enable us to reverse the upward trends for each successive year.  Interestingly, 

the sites which saw an increase in numbers are within the general locality of one another, suggesting 

these sites may be seeding one another and therefore must be addressed as a whole. 

Lastly, we must remain vigilant in all sites, even those with little to no AIS.  With the life and reproduction 

cycles of AIS, it is important to remember it only takes one plant to turn the tides in the wrong direction.  

It is the constant vigilance and monitoring of all sites which allows us to keep new populations from 

showing up or taking foothold within the sites.  With the downward trends we are seeing, we must 

remember there is a large amount of littoral zone for divers to cover, and unfortunately a reduction in 

plant count must not force a reduction of man hours as we need to ensure we keep enough time available 

for the Crew to effectively work all the sites. 
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Variable-leaf Milfoil 
 

Overall, we saw an increase of VLM plant count in both Fish Creek Pond (site 18) and Upper Saranac Lake.  

It is difficult to determine exactly why we saw such dramatic leap in plant totals but believe there could 

be a couple of contributing factors.   

One factor could be the harvesting operations occurring at the Fish Creek camp grounds and associated 

ponds.  Although this cannot be ruled out as a possibility, the numbers do not seem to support this as the 

cause.  Though the direction of travel for the water coming from these ponds would make sense in the 

distribution of VLM into areas where we saw an increase in numbers, we did not see a correlated increase 

in VLM numbers in the ponds west of the route 3 bridge (where the harvesting is occurring.)  In these 

ponds, VLM numbers are down and the one area experiencing consistent fragmentation and the heaviest 

harvesting is the north pond, which is closest to the source of fragmentation, Fish Creek, and furthest 

from the problem areas on Upper Saranac Lake.    

Another possible reason for this increase in VLM numbers is due to the shift in focus and techniques 

employed by our Crew because of the increase of VLM over the past years.  In an effort to curb the upward 

trend of VLM, our Crews have been trained to more readily identify VLM as well as to increase their 

searches to include more areas likely to hold VLM.  Not only does VLM grow in sites which support EWM, 

but it also tends to grow in areas which don’t readily support EWM; VLM seems to be less picky about its 

growth sites.  Because of this, in the past there were areas which have not supported EWM and therefore 

were either looked over or worked more quickly in an effort to better allocate time.  However, due to the 

upward trends we have implemented policies which include the more methodical search of littoral zones 

even if suspected to be a poor growing site.  

One important thing to note, is the large majority of the VLM numbers which were reported were from 

plants that were mere inches, especially those coming out of site 18.  We worked with two different third-

party resources in trying to better identify AIS at such a young stage in their development and the general 

consensus was when they are that early in their life cycle, many plants, invasive or native, look too similar 

to definitively say one way or another.  When harvesting areas with these small plants we would use 

additional factors like plant association and site indicators to help identify plants. 

When working to identify possible VLM sites and develop management plans to stay ahead of it, there are 

two major factors to consider, prevailing winds and site traffic.  Since we know the source point for the 

VLM into the main lake (Fish Creek Ponds), we have been able to follow the plant locations to confirm our 

suspicions of prevailing winds.  Areas which are east and north of Fish Creek Bay (site 16), are the most 

likely to see a new occurrence of the plant in Upper Saranac.  The plant has been found on Buck Island, in 

Buck Island Bay, along the eastern shoreline leading to Square Bay (Site 10- Square Bay Divot- Point north 

of Buck Island), and in Square Bay.  Fortunately, we have not found any VLM in Saginaw Bay (site 14), 

which is on our list of plausible locations for it to show up.  Saginaw Bay is very large, and although 

generally contained among itself, would be more difficult to manage VLM due to the large littoral zone 

which must be covered.   

The other factor which may be used to determine VLM locations is specific site use.  The highest plant 

count of VLM located in Square Bay was by the sand bar on the north shore, which sees a high amount of 
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recreational use and boating.  Although this area would also be consistent with prevailing winds, it is a 

factor which will continue to be considered in future management practices.  Additionally, Fish Creek Bay 

sees consistent VLM growth and saw an increase in numbers this year which incidentally is the first site 

to see boat traffic once it leaves the Fish Creek Ponds. 

 

Conclusion 
 

We would consider this year to be a success in the continued management of the Upper Saranac Lake 

aquatic invasive species. There was a great reduction in EWM plant count throughout the lake showing 

the methods and techniques being employed are working.  Unfortunately, we saw an increase of VLM 

throughout the lake, but in what we consider a predictable manor which lends to the ability of the 

plants to be managed.  Moving forward, we believe with the current methods and techniques being 

employed we will see the overall reduction of AIS in the coming years.  
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